
 

GSDCQ QLD Members Competition 
Judge Jessica Kada (NSW) - 17th March 2019 

 
 
Judges Report 
 
Firstly, I would like to thank the GSDCQ for the invitation to judge your Members Competition in QLD. 
This is the first time I have had the opportunity to judge in QLD and thoroughly enjoyed my appointment. 
The show began at 11am after the completion of the breed survey and I had a total of 47 entries, with 
some lovely animals presented. My thanks to the exhibitors for entering and exhibiting your animals, 
particularly those of you who travelled from interstate to support the club. With 3 weeks out from the 
National, it was a great opportunity for exhibitors to give their dogs one last run before the ‘big one’. 
 
I was spoilt for choice, I had some lovely animals to judge and I am very grateful to the exhibitors for all 
their entries and to the club for their invitation. My sincere thanks to my steward on the day Jean 
Hansford and to my fabulous steno Gail Donald for her wonderful skills and support, thank you to both of 
you. To President Sharon Ballantyne-Gordon for all your help leading up to the show, and for Mandy 
Scrivens for being so organised as always! 
 
Also, a huge thanks to my “chauffer” for the day, Raimond Wharton. 
Having started the day at 5am in the pouring rain to head to the airport in Sydney, I was very grateful to 
land in Brisbane with only light rain. We were very lucky to have had a mostly clear day, although it was 
awfully steamy and the dogs were feeling the heat. I thank all the handlers and owners for their 
continued commitment throughout the day given the humidity. 
 
Although relatively small in numbers, the show had a great atmosphere and had overall a great depth of 
quality. Firstly, we started with the Long Stock Coat variety. The LSC variety are certainly gaining in 
momentum with quality, substance and numbers present at the show. 
 
Whilst not having big classes, every class consisted of quality and some predominant main sires were 
consistent with the animals being presented in the LSC variety, particularly Conbhairean Lauser (UK) and 
Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (Deu). Some points noted within the LSC variety were very good colour and 
pigment overall, there were some large animals on the top limit of size and also some incorrect planes of 
the skull in some animals. Overall however I was very happy with the LSC entry. 
 
In the Stock Coat variety, predominantly the late Gerry vom Schacher was a resounding force with both 
direct progeny and also grandchildren. Also strongly represented was the progeny from Djambo vom 
Fichtenschlag, Conbhairean Freddie and Macho vom Lamorak.  
 
The bitch entry, was, as is most of the time the largest entry in both varieties and I had some beautiful 
girls to judge in the stock coat classes. In particular my Junior Bitch and Open bitch winners. I was very 
pleased throughout with the eye colour overall, in both the male and female classes, eye colour generally 
was very good, with some commendable heads and masking also noted. Overall size in the SC variety was 
good too. 
 
Again, thank you to everyone involved who made my day thoroughly enjoyable. 
 
Jessica Kada (NSW) 
  



 

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

Y:0 M:5 D:19 
001 CINDERHOF INDIAA  2100506465  29/09/2018  (Macho Vom Lamorak  x  Frienhauf Havoc) 

Brdr/Exh: Ms L Lynch & Ms J Cathie 
 
Y:0 M:5 D:11 
002 ICCARA RICOCHET  6100114128  6/10/2018  (Ch. Hasenway Major Tom ( Iid Deu ) x Iccara Jiulietta Belissima)  

Brdr: Icarra Kennels  Exh: Mr C Mailata & Ms S Woollard   
 
  
      1. ____1____  2. ___2______ 
 

 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

Y:0 M:6 D:4 
003 CRYTARA TUDOR ROSE  2100504733  13/09/2018  (Pedro Von Langenbungert  x  Ch Eroica Duchess Of York)  

Brdr/Exh:  C Shayler & J Cathie 
 

 
1. ___1_____ VP  

 

 

JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

Y:1 M:3 D:28 
004 CRYTARA PINK SOX AZ  2100487009  20/11/2017  (Conbhairean Lauser (Uk) x  Aust Ch. Kelinpark Icing On The 

Cake)  Brdr: C Shayler  Exh: S & L Yates/C Shayler/J Cathie 
 
61cm 28cm Very large, strong female of very good type and slightly compact proportions, good head and expression, 
medium eye, good dark masking and correct set ears, slightly short neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of 
the croup, good fore and very good hind quarter angulation, the upperarm could be slightly longer, good fore and 
underchest development for her age, stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going, hocks should be firmer. 
Displays good movement with good hindquarter drive, ideally the reach could be freeer, whilst maintaining a high wither 
and firm back. 
 
Y:1 M:2 D:27 
005 KUIRAU OLIVIA AZ  2100488461  21/12/2017  (Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu)  x  Kuirau Chakira)  Brdr: 

Mr P G & Mrs D M & J Murray  Exh: Mrs C Cheffirs 
 
58cm 25cm Medium size, medium strong, well pigmented female of very good type and slightly elongated proportions, 
good head and expression, slight roman nose, high wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and 
hind quarter angulation, ideally the upperarm could be slightly longer, very good underline.  Stands not quite correct in 
front. Steps correct coming and going, hocks are yet to firm.  During movement she displays very good sequence of 
steps, with good reach and drive, whilst maintaining a high wither. 
 
 1. ___5____VP  2. _____4___ VP 
 

 
  



 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 

Y:2 M:2 D:5 
006 CRYTARA SILK SOX AZ  2100467942  12/01/2017  (Conbhairean Lauser (Uk)  x  *Ch Kelinpark Icing On The Cake 

AZ)  Brdr: C Shayler  Exh: C. Shayler/ Mr D Smith/J Cathie 
 
61cm 27cm Very large, medium strong female of very good type and correct proportions, very good head and 
expression, medium eye, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore 
and hind quarter angulation, very good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct in front, steps 
slightly wide going, correct coming, Displays balanced harmonious movement, with balanced reach and hindquarter 
drive. 
 
Y:1 M:9 D:25 
007 LETTLAND ALTHEA BRIGHT SKY  4100292791  23/05/2017  (Astasia Paca  x  Awesamshep Elli May (Ai))  Brdr/Exh:  

Mr B & Mrs D Houghton 
 
60cm 27cm Large, strong, well pigmented female of good type, vey good head and expression, good dark masking, 
correct ear set, good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and slightly 
deep hind angulation, slightly short in underchest, stands correct in the front, steps correct coming and going, elbows 
should be firmer.  During movement displays very good sequence of steps with good hindquarter drive. She has a 
tendency to high step. 
 

Y:1 M:6 D:11 
008 CH. LINDENELM FANCY TICKLED PINK AZ  2100483117  6/09/2017 (Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Deu)  x  

Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne)  Brdr: Mrs J Kenny  Exh: Miss C Bird & Mrs J Kenny 
 

58cm 24cm Above medium size, medium strong, well pigmented female of very good type and proportions, good head 
and expression, medium eye, ideally the stop could be more pronounced, good neck, normal wither, firm back, slightly 
short but well moulded croup, good fore and hind quarter angulation, slightly short in underchest, stands not quite 
correct in front, steps correct coming and going, hocks yet to firm.  During movement she displays very good sequence 
of steps, very good reach and hindquarter drive whilst maintaining her topline. 
 

1. ___6__VG___   2. ____8_VG___     3.____7__VG___ 
 

 

OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 
Y:4 M:6 D:26 

009 *CH. KELINPARK ICING ON THE CAKE  AZ  2100412729  22/08/2014  (*Ch Kelinpark Travellin Man AZ TD  x *Ch. 
Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ TD)  Brdr: Mrs Lyn Gregor  Exh:  C. Shayler/J Cathie 

 
61.5 cm 28cm Oversize, strong female of good type and correct proportions, very good head and expression, very good 

depth of muzzle, good length of neck, level wither, firm back, croup is of good length but set slightly steep, good 
fore and hind quarter angulation, very good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, steps 
correct coming and going.  Displays balanced movement with very good sequence of steps and very good fore 
reach and drive.  Presented in very good condition. 

 
 
  



Y:4 M:3 D:22 
010 *CH. EROICA DUCHESS OF YORK  AZ  5100084797  26/11/2014  (Conbhairean Lauser (Uk)  x  *Ch Narathor Jazz 

Diva AZ)  Brdr: K Leonard  Exh: C. Shayler/C. Leonard 
 
58.5cm 25cm Well above medium size, strong, well pigmented female slightly stretched in proportions, very good head 
and expression, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, very good fore and hind 
quarter angulation, good fore chest development and very good underline, ideally the pasterns could be firmer, stands 
correct in front, steps slightly narrow going, correct coming.  During movement displays harmonious gait with very good 
reach and drive. Ideally the ligamentation should remain firmer. 
 
 1. __10 EX______  2. ____9 EX____   
 

 

BEST LONG STOCK COAT BITCH  10 

RESERVE:     6 
 
 

MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

Y:0 M:8 D:11 
011 CINDERHOF NOXX  2100487009  6/07/2018  (*Macho V  Lamorak (Deu) x *Fremont Hot Stuff AZ)   Brdr: J Cathie 

L Lynch  Exh:  Cathie/Lynch/Shayler  
 
 1. ___11_____ 

 
 

JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 

Y:1 M:4 D:15 
012 DEBBAR IMAGE OF PRINCE AZ  4100298744  (Ch. Castastar Eragon AZ x  *Debbar Dj Vu AZ)  Brdr/Exh: Mrs D 

O’Keefe 
 

66cm 31cm A very large, strong, well coloured male of good type and correct proportions, very good head and 
expression, correct dark eyes and commendable dark masking, high wither, firm back, the croup is of good length but is 
set slightly steep, good fore and very good hind angulation, the upperarm could be longer and better angled, slightly 
short in under-chest. Stands not quite correct in front, steps correct coming and going, pasterns should be firmer.  
During movement displays very good sequence of steps, very good fore reach and effective hindquarter drive.  Left ear 
should remain firmer. 
 
 1. ___12___VG__ 

 
 

INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
Y:1 M:9 D:28 
013 CINDERHOF VANDAAL AZ   2100478612  20/05/2017  (Conbhairean Freddie  x  Freemont Hot Stuff)  Brdr:  L 

Lynch & J Cathie     Exh: R Hornick 
 

65cm 28 cm Very large, strong, substantial male of very good type and balanced proportions, very good head and 
expression, dark eye, dark masking, well set ears, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short but 
well laid croup, very good fore and hind quarter angulation, very good fore and underchest development for his 
age, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, elbows yet to firm.  During movement displays very 
good sequence of steps and balanced harmonious gait, with very good reach and drive. 

 

1. ___13_____VG 
 



 

OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 
Y:2 M:0 D:3 
014 CH. KELINPARK NACHSTES LEBEN AZ  2100472258  14/03/2017  (Ch. Kelinpark Helluva Rebel AZ HIT CCD  x  Ch. 

Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ TDX)  Brdr: Mrs La Gregor  Exh:  Miss NJ Hammond 
 
66cm 28cm Very large, strong, well pigmented male of pleasing type and correct proportions, masculine head and expression, dark 
masking, ideally the planes of the skull should be more correct, level wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, good fore and 
very good hind quarter angulation, ideally the upperarm could be slightly longer, good fore and underchest development, stands not 
quite correct in front, steps correct coming and going.  During movement displays very good sequence of steps, very good hind 
quarter drive, he has a tendency to high step. 
 
1.  14 EX 
 

BEST STOCK LONG COAT DOG   13 
RESERVE:      14 

 

BABY PUPPY BITCH  
 

Y:0 M:5 D:25 
015 KELINPARK ROCKY ROAD  2100506372  23/09/2018  (Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu)  x  Ch Kelinpark 

Butterscotch TDX AZ)  Brdr: L A Gregor  Exh: Lyn Gregor 
 
Y:0 M:5 D:19 
016 CINDERHOF ITALIAA  2100506466  29/09/2018  (Macho Vom Lamorak  x  *Freinhauf Havoc AZ)  Brdr: J Cathie & 

L Lynch  Exh: J Cathie L Lynch & K Zimmerle 
 
Y:0 M:5 D:13 
017 INEFFABLE APRIL  4100311977  4/10/2018  (Rudy V Haus Edmonds (Imp Swe)  x  *Ch. Rhosyn New Plaything A Z)  

Brdr:  Ineffable Kennels  Exh:  K & S Maresh 
 
Y:0 M:4 D:20 
018 KINGLAND FANCY THAT  2100511020  28/10/2018  (*Ch Kelinpark Helluva Rebel AZ CCD TD x  Kingland 

Sambooka Twist AZ)  Brdr/Exh: Lorraine King 
 
Y:0 M:3 D:7 
019 CASTASTAR JORJA  4100123456  10/12/2018  (Rudy Von Haus Edmond (Imp Swe)  x  Castastar Gisella AZ PT)  

Brdr/Exh: Mrs A Doyle 
 
Y:0 M:3 D:2 
020 GRANDSPY HEAVEN FORBID  4100314846  15/12/2018  (Leishjaclyn God Dancer AZ  x  Grandspy Evil Intentions 

AZ)  Brdr: J King    Exh: AR Wood 
 
      1. ___16_____ 2._____15____ 3. ____18_____    4. ____19_____  5. _____17__ 6.____20_____  

 

 

 

  



 

MINOR PUPPY BITCH  
 

Y:0 M:8 D:11 
021 CINDERHOF NANII  2100502137  6/07/2018  (*Macho Vom Lamorak (Deu)  x  Fremont Hot Stuff)  Brdr: 

Cinderhof Kennels   Exh: L Lynch, J Cathie, B & D Tatham 
 
Y:0 M:8 D:4 
022 IDELIA MISS SUPERNOVA  4100310397  13/07/2018  (*Misteishah Fletcher AZ  x  Idelia Your So Priddy)  

Brdr/Exh: Mrs S McCammon 
 
7 months 
023 DEBBAR JENNY  4100310514  17/08/2018  (*Rudy V. Haus Edmond  x  *Ch. Debbar Bella AZ)  Brdr/Exh: Debbie 

O’Keefe 
 
Y:0 M:6 D:19 
024 BERNLOCH REBA  2100505427  29/08/2018  (Gerry Vom Shacher  x  Bernloch Yoyo)  Brdr/Exh: Kerrie Griffis 
 
Y:0 M:6 D:0 
025 LEISHJACLYN OUTLANDER DANCER  4100312622  17/09/2018  (Sundaneka Fleetwood Mac  x  Leishjaclyn Bomb 

Proof Dancer)  Brdr/Exh: Ms. Jackie Hitchings 
 
 1. ___24_____ 2. ___21_____ 3. ___23______    4. ___22______ 5. ___25_____ All VP 
 

 

JUNIOR BITCH  
 

Y:1 M:5 D:30 
026 KINGLAND BESADO  2100487113  18/09/2017  (Ch. *Kelinpark Helluva Rebel AZ CCD  x Ch. Kingland Hot Gossip 

AZ)  Brdr: L. King  Exh:  D. Whitfield 
 
59cm 26cm Well above medium size, medium strong female of good type, good head and expression, medium eye, good 
length of neck, level wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hind angulation, the 
upperarm should be longer and better angled, good fore and underchest development for her age, stands correct in 
front, steps correct going, slightly wide coming.  During movement shows good sequence of steps whilst maintaining her 
topline, ideally her drive and reach could be more expansive. 
 
Y:1 M:4 D:15 - ABSENT 
027 DEBBAR ISABELLA AZ   4100298742 02/11/17  (Castastar Eragon x Debbar Dj Vu)  Brdr/Exh Mrs D O’Keefe 
 

Y:1 M:3 D:26 
028 CINDERHOF BELLATRIXX  2100489309  22/11/2017  (Gerry Vom Schacher  x  Vladimir Envy Is A Sin)  Brdr/Exh:  

Ms L Lynch & Ms J Cathie 
 

59.5cm 27 cm Well above medium size, medium strong, well pigmented female of very good type, feminine head and 
expression, dark eye, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the croup, good fore and very 
good hind angulation, the upperarm should be slightly longer, very good underline, stands correct in front, steps correct 
coming and going, hocks yet to firm.  During movement displayed harmonious balanced movement with very good 
reach and hindquarter drive whilst maintaining a firm topline.  Presented in dry and firm condition. 

 
  



 
Y:1 M:2 D:1 
029 KARABACH PINCH OF PEPPER AZ 3100370417  16/01/2018  (Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  Sadria Tillys 

Pepper)  Brdr/Exh: J R Carter 
 
59cm 27cm Well above medium size, strong, well pigmented female of very good type and balanced proportions, strong 
yet feminine head and expression, dark masking, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short but well 
laid croup, very good fore and hind quarter angulation with good width of thigh, good fore and underchest development 
for her age, stands correct in front, steps slightly close going and correct coming.  During movement displays balanced 
reach and drive with very good sequence of steps whilst maintaining a high wither and firm topline. 
 
Y:1 M:1 D:14 
030 CASTASTAR INCANTATION  4100302253  3/02/2018  (Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  Ch Castastar Evita  

Et. Hit AZ)  Brdr: A Doyle  Exh:  Mrs J Hogan-Smith / Mrs A Doyle 
 
59.5cm 26.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong, well coloured female of good type and correct proportions, 
very good head and expression, desired dark eye, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the 
croup, very fore and hind quarter angulation, slightly short in underchest, stands not quite correct in front, steps correct 
coming and going, the pasterns could be firmer.  During movement displays very good sequence of steps, ideally the 
reach and drive could be more effective. 
 

1. ___29_____ 2.____28_____ 3. ____30_____    4. ____26_____ 5. ________ALL VG  
 

 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH  
 

Y:1 M:6 D:30 
031 DEBBAR HERMIONE AZ   4100295366 18/08/17   (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Deu)  x *Ch Debbar Bella AZ)  

Brd/Exh: Mrs D O;Keefe 
 
61.5cm 28cm Very large, medium strong, well coloured female of good type and slightly stretched proportions, good 
head and expression with desired dark masking, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, short but well laid croup, 
good fore and hind quarter angulation, the upperarm should be longer and better angled, stands correct in front, steps 
slightly wide going, correct coming, slightly steep in pasterns.  During movement shows very good sequence of steps 
with balanced reach and drive whilst maintaining a firm topline. Presented in firm and dry condition. 
 

1. ___31 VG_____  
 

 

OPEN BITCH 

Y:5 M:5 D:21 
032 *KANTENNA MISS UNDERZTOOD AZ  4100235139  27/09/2013  (*Orrinshir Elton John AZ  x  *Kantenna Coz I Can AZ)  

Brdr/Exh: D & S Ballantyne 
 
59.5cm 27cm Well above medium size, medium strong, well coloured female of slightly stretched proportions, feminine head and 
expression, dark eye, very good length of neck, level wither, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup, good fore and very 
good hind quarter angulation, the upperarm should be longer and better angled, very good underline, stands correct in front, steps 
slightly wide going, correct coming.  During movement shows very good far-reaching gait with very good hindquarter drive whilst 
maintaining a firm topline. 
 

Y:2 M:9 D:9 
033 *CH RHOSYN TWYSTED SECRET AZ  5100094210  8/06/2016  (*Callie  v Westervenn aED (Imp Deu) x *Rhosyn Dangerous 

Affair) Brdr:  S& C Collins  Exh: Mr K And Mrs S Maresh 
 



Y:2 M:8 D:30 
034 *FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE AZ   6100100094  18/06/2016  (*Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu)  x Volscaro River Of 

Champagne)  Brdr: Mr K R, Mrs R T & Mr C A Knuckey  Exh: J R Carter/ R Knuckey 
 
60.5cm 28cm A very large, strong, well pigmented female of very good type, very good head and expression, commendable width of 
skull, and desired dark masking, good length of neck, level wither, firm wither, good length and lay of the croup, good fore and hind 
angulation, ideally the upperarm should be longer and better angled, good fore and underchest development, stands not quite 
correct in front, steps correct going, slightly narrow coming.  During movement displays far reaching movement with very good 
hindquarter drive and maintaining a good sequence of steps. 

 
Y:2 M:6 D:28 
035 *FREINHAUF HAVOC  AZ   6100101576  20/08/2016  (*Gerry V Schacher (Imp Deu)  x  *Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita))  Brdr: Kr, 

Rt & Ca Knuckey  Exh: J  Cathie, L Lynch, K & R Knuckey 
 
60 cm 28.5cm A large, medium strong, well coloured female of very good type and slightly elongated proportions. Very good head 
and expression, dark masking, good depth of muzzle, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of the 
croup, very good fore and hind quarter angulation, pleasing underline, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going.  
Displays harmonious movement, very good reach and drive, presented in firm and dry condition. 

 
Y:2 M:6 D:9 
036 *Sup CH. KARHAM KNOW IT ALL HT AZ   4100280121  8/09/2016  (SupCh*Indio Di Casa Nobili Hit (Imp It A ED 

H-neg)  Brdr: Karham Kennels  Exh: Miss NJ Hammond 
 

57cm 25.5cm A medium size, medium strong, well pigmented female of good type, very good head and expression, level 
wither, firm back, slightly short steep croup, good fore and hind quarter angulation, the upperarm could ideally be a 
little longer, good underchest development, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going.  During movement 
displays very good sequence of steps with balanced reach and hindquarter drive, ideally the reach could be freeer. 
 

Y:2 M:0 D:3 
037 *KELINPARK NUTELLA AZ  2100472262  14/03/2017  (*Ch Kelinpark Helluva Rebel CCD A Z  x *Ch Kelinpark 

Butterscotch TDX A Z)  Brdr: L A Gregor  Exh: Lyn Gregor 
 

60cm 27cm A large, medium strong, well coloured female of good type, very good head and expression, correct planes 
of the skull, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hind 
quarter angulation, the upperarm could be longer and better angled, stands correct in front, slightly short in underchest, 
steps correct coming and going.  During movement displays very good reach and hindquarter drive whilst maintaining a 
good sequence of steps. 
 

 1. ___35_____ 2.___32______ 3. ___34______    4. ____36_____  5. ___37_____ All Excellent 
 

 

Best BITCH 35 
Reserve 29 

 

BABY PUPPY DOG  
 

Y:0 M:4 D:3 
038 CINDERHOF ARMANII  2100488461 14/11/2018   (*Freinhauf Hannibal AZ x  *Vanland Ava AZ)  Brdr: J Cathie & L 

Lynch  Exh: J Cathie L Lynch & L Gregor 
 

Y:0 M:3 D:2 
039 GRANDSPY STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN  4100314848  15/12/2018  (Leishjaclyn God Dancer AZ  x  Grandspy Evil 

Intentions AZ)  Brdr: J King    Exh: Tina Williams 
1. ____38__VP__  2.___39___VP___ 
 

  



MINOR PUPPY DOG  
 

7 months 
040 DEBBAR JUSTICE  4100310513  17/08/2018  (*Rudy V. Haus Edmond  x  *Ch. Debbar Bella AZ)  Brdr/Exh: Debbie 

O’Keefe 
 
Y:0 M:6 D:19 
041 BERNLOCH RICO  2100505423  29/08/2018  (Gerry Vom Shacher  x  Bernloch Yoyo)  Brdr/Exh: Kerrie Griffis 
 

1. ___41__VP___  2._____40__VP__ 
 

 

PUPPY DOG 
 
Y:0 M:10 D:11 ABSENT 
042 KANTENNA FINAL ENCORE  4100307006  6/05/2018  (*Ch Calle Vom Westervenn AZ  x  * Kantenna So What AZ)  

Brdr:  D.& S Ballantyne  Exh:  D.R. & M.L. Reidy 
 
 1. ________ 

 

 

JUNIOR DOG  
 

Y:1 M:2 D:1 
043 KARABACH PERFECT STORM AZ  3100370413  16/01/2018  (Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk)  x  Sadria Tillys 

Pepper)  Brdr/Exh: J R Carter 
 
64.5cm 29cm Well above medium size, strong, well pigmented male of very good type and correct proportions, strong 
masculine head and expression with dark masking, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of 
the croup, very good fore and hind quarter angulation, good fore and underchest development for his age, stands 
correct in front, steps correct coming and going, hocks yet to firm.  Displays far reaching movement with very good 
hindquarter drive with good sequence of steps whilst maintaining a firm topline.  Presented in firm and dry condition.  
 
Y:1 M:1 D:8 ABSENT 
044 HAVELOC LEVI  4100303900  9/02/2018  (Brando Vom Ilsegrund  x  Haveloc Blaze)   

Brdr:  Mrs. G Hendricks  Exh: Mr. C Wehmeier 
 
1. ___43__VG__  2._______ 

 

 

INTERMEDIATE DOG  
 

Y:1 M:11 D:16 
 

045 *KANTENNA ALEJANDRO AZ  4100290481 01/04/17  (*Misteishah Fletcher AZ  x  *Kantenna  Mystique AZ)
 Brd:  D & S Ballantyne  Exh: S Gordon 
 

66cm 29cm A very large, strong, masculine, well pigmented male of very good type, very good head and expression with good 
breadth of skull, dark masking and very good depth of muzzle. High wither, straight back, good length and lay of the croup, good 
fore and very good hind angulation, the upperarm could be slightly longer, very good fore and underchest development for his age, 
stands correct in front, steps slightly narrow going, correct coming.  During movement displays expansive reach and very good 
hindquarter drive, ideally the back ligamentation should be firmer. 
 1. ____45____     
 



OPEN DOG  
 

Y:3 M:4 D:30 ABSENT 
046 HAVELOC FYNN   4100265082  18/10/2015  (Phlynt Of Haveloc TD (Imp Zaf)  x  Vondenaero Axa)  Brdr/Exh:  

Glynis Hendricks 
 
Y:2 M:6 D:28 
047 *FREINHAUF HAVANNIBAL AZ   6100101575  20/08/2016  (*Gerry V Schacher (Imp Deu)  x  *Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita))  

Brdr: Kr, Rt & Ca Knuckey  Exh: J  Cathie, L Lynch, K & R Knuckey 
 
65.5cm 29.5 cm A very large, strong, well coloured male of very good type and slightly elongated proportions, very good head and 
expression, good depth of muzzle, high wither, firm back, slightly short but well laid croup, good fore and very good hind quarter 
angulation, the upperarm could be longer and better angled, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going.  Displays far-
reaching movement with very good hindquarter drive and balanced sequence of steps whilst maintaining a high wither.  Presented 
in dry and firm condition. 
 
 1.  __47_____EXC 
 

 

BEST DOG   47 

 

 


